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Carnival Overture, Op. 92 

Don Juan, Op. 20 

INTERMISSION 

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67 

Allegro con brio 

Andante con moto 
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Ludwig van Beethoven 
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Tonight we honor the members of 

The Shepherd Society 

for their generous scholarship support. 
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The reverberative acoustics of Stude Concert Hall magnify the slightest I 
sound made by the audience. Your care and courtesy will be appreciated. \l, 
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Carnival Overture, Op. 92 . . Antonin Dvorak 

Antonin Dvorak was one of the most significant of Czech composers dur 
ing the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Born on September 8, 1841, 
in Nelahozeves, then part of the Austrian Empire but now part of the Czech 
Republic, Dvorak wrote in a romantic style that reflected and incorporated th1 
musical sentiments of his native Bohemian culture. In Dvofak's romantic an 
culturally-based style, he incorporated various native folk melodies and idi
oms as well as musical depictions of the splendors and deceits of love and th6i 
joys of existence within the natural world. Such depictions are clearly appar
ent in a group of three overtures that Dvorak wrote between the years 1891 to 
1892: Amid Nature, Carnival, and Othello. Initially the composer intended 
for these overtures to form a symphonic cycle of three movements following 
the character of a pastorate, scherzo, and finale and carrying the respective 
titles of "Nature," "Life," and "Love." However, he later designated individu
al opus numbers as well as the aforementioned titles, and these have survived 
into the modern era. Regardless of their eventual separation, however, these 
three works together represent three contrasting human conditions: blissful 
union with nature ("Amid Nature"), the exultant joy of existence ("Carni
val"), and the experience of love as a power that can bring either happiness 
or destruction ("Othello"). 

It is the Carnival Overture, originally named the "Life" overture, that is 
the most widely known and performed of the original three. Filled with or
chestral brilliance and melodic exuberance, this work in sonata form is in the 
nature of a scherzo. The orchestra sparkles immediately with a robust and 
energetic opening theme. This exuberance gives way to a tearful melody in 
the strings followed by a gamboling theme later taken up cheerfully by the 
clarinets. What follows is a G major intermezzo that evokes quiet contempla
tion of nature, incorporating the "nature" motive in 3/8 time that also ap
pears in the other two overtures in the cycle. However, this quiet intermezzo 
gives way to a stormy interlude that leads the listener ultimately to the exu
berance of the opening theme that finishes the work. Though rarely played 
together, the three overtures together certainly create a beautiful insight into 
the timeless joys of nature, life, and love. 

Don Juan, Op. 20 . . Richard Strauss 

Unlike the many composers who have been underappreciated during their 
lifetimes, Richard Strauss enjoyed an immense amount of immediate success 
and popularity. Indeed, he was one of the most talked about composers at the 
turn of the nineteenth to the twentieth centuries. His music was truly ground
breaking, and many scholars credit Strauss with initiating a whole new mu
sical era for the genre of the symphonic poem, which Franz Liszt had popu
larized towards the middle of the nineteenth century. Strauss caught the tail 
end of this genre's development in the late nineteenth century, and he took it 
to new heights. 

The first of Strauss' symphonic poems to be performed, Don Juan, which 
Strauss conducted on November 11, 1889, was an immediate success. At only 
twenty-four years of age, and inspired by Nicholas Lenau's poetic treatment 
of the Don Juan story, Strauss was able to capture in music the exploits of 
the legendary antihero. In presenting the story of Don Juan, Strauss struc
tured his "tone poem," as he called it, around the Don 's adventures. The mu
sic begins at an energetic pace that showcases intricate polyphonic textures 
and bright orchestral sounds from Strauss' large orchestra. This intensity 



tapers off relatively quickly to reveal a plaintive love melody presented by 
the oboe. The feverish and the plaintive eventually give way to a grand and 
heroic subject introduced by blazing horns. This theme represents the cli
max of the piece as it is further developed by both strings and woodwinds. 
Following this dramatic climax, Strauss uses a single dissonant note from 
the trumpets followed by chilling and shadowy string trills to portray Don 
Juan's final gasps for breath and ultimately his death. Such tone painting 
and the overall youthful and fiery vigor that permeate this work demon
strate well Strauss' instinct for drama. In this context it makes sense that 
Strauss advised married members of the orchestra "to play as if you were 
engaged and then all will be well." 

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67 . . Ludwig van Beethoven 

Few musical motives are more recognizable than the powerful four-note 
phrase that opens Ludwig van Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 in C Minor. In 
fact few musical works can compare in dramatic scope to the symphony as 
a whole. Beethoven conceived his initial ideas for the work in 1804, worked 
them out extensively in 1807, and completed the symphony in 1808. Consi
dering that Beethoven first began experiencing symptoms of deafness in 1802, 
the ideas of "heroic transformation" and "victory over conflict" that per
meate this work seem well suited. Less well suited, however, are any claims 
that the opening motive represents "Fate knocking at the door" or that there 
is a certain political message in this work. Intriguing as these ideas may be, 
there is no actual evidence that Beethoven intended for these concepts to be 
transmitted. Nevertheless, the drama of the music speaks for itself as the 
listener is taken on a journey from the stormy C minor opening movement 
to the feelings of joy and conquest in the C major final movement. 

The first movement, a fiery Allegro con brio, builds on the iconicfour
note opening motive, which forms the principal musical material for the first 
theme. The horns then momentarily dispel the tension as they usher in a 
more calming pastoral melody. These main themes continue to alternate 
and develop until the climactic recapitulation of the first theme, which is in
terrupted by an unaccompanied oboe solo that soars serenely in space. Fol
lowing this solo the intensity builds magnificently until the final coda brings 
the action to a close. The second movement, Andante con moto, reveals a 
stately melody introduced by the cellos. This theme then goes through a se
ries of variations, one of which showcases the brass announcing the melody 
victoriously over a march-like accompaniment in the strings. The following 
movement, Allegro, is in the form of a scherzo. The cellos and basses open 
the movement with a sinister melody in the minor mode that subsequently 
erupts into a four-note pattern in the horns that echoes the famous motive 
from the first movement. In true scherzo style, however, a whimsical and 
bumbling trio section contrasts with the austerity of the preceding section. 
Later the opening section returns, dominated by string pizzicatos, a general 
sparseness in sound, and an overall tentative air. This mysterious haze is 
dispelled, however, as the movement moves into the glorious C major fourth 
movement without a pause. In the fourth movement the restlessness and agi
tation of the first and third movements in C minor give way to an elated sense 
of triumph in C major. Evincing images such as a joyous awakening, heroic 
transformation, and the victory of good over evil, the themes of the fourth 
movement include allusions to the overarchingfour-note motive that is now 
revealed to be the central unifying theme of the whole symphony. In order 
to intensify the sense of joy, Beethoven makes an extended reference to the 
melody from the third movement before moving into a powerful recapitula
tion and extended coda, in which the repetition of powerful C major chords 
gives the listener a sense of undying defiance as well as a powerful sense of 
finality. - Notes by Michael Richardson 



UPCOMING ORCHESTRA EVENTS 

Sunday, October 7, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Ives - Three Places in New England; 
Mendelssohn - Piano Concerto No. I in G Minor, Op. 25 (Wenli Zhou, soloist; 
Cristian Macelaru, conductor); and Mozart - Symphony No. 36 in C Major, 
K. 425 "Linz." Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

November 7, 9, 11 and 12 - SHEPHERD SCHOOL OPERA and the SHEPHERD 
SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA present Rinaldo by George Frideric Handel. 
Richard Bado, conductor; Cristian Miicelaru, conductor (Nov.12); Debra 
Dickinson, director. Sunday's pe,formance (Nov.11) at 2:00 p.m.; all other 
performances at 7:30 p.m. Wortham Opera Theatre at Alice Pratt Brown Hall. 
Admission (general seating): $10; students and senior citizens $8. For tickets 
call 713-348-8000. 

Saturday, November 10, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Elgar - Cockaigne, "In London Town," 
Op. 40; Brahms - Variations on a Theme of Joseph Haydn, Op. 56a (Thomas 
Hong, conductor); and Prokofiev - Symphony No. 5 in B-jlat Major, Op. JOO. 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 
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